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Spin Hall effect and spin swapping in diffusive superconductors
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We consider the spin-orbit-induced spin Hall effect and spin swapping in diffusive superconductors. By
employing the nonequilibrium Keldysh Green’s function technique in the quasiclassical approximation, we
derive coupled transport equations for the spectral spin and particle distributions and for the energy density in the
elastic scattering regime. We compute four contributions to the spin Hall conductivity, namely, skew scattering,
side jump, anomalous velocity, and the Yafet contribution. The reduced density of states in the superconductor
causes a renormalization of the spin Hall angle. We demonstrate that all four of these contributions to the spin
Hall conductivity are renormalized in the same way in the superconducting state. In its simplest manifestation,
spin swapping transforms a primary spin current into a secondary spin current with swapped current and
polarization directions. We find that the spin-swapping coefficient is not explicitly but only implicitly affected by
the superconducting gap through the renormalized diffusion coefficients. We discuss experimental consequences
for measurements of the (inverse) spin Hall effect and spin swapping in four-terminal geometries. In our geometry,
below the superconducting transition temperature, the spin-swapping signal is increased an order of magnitude
while changes in the (inverse) spin Hall signal are moderate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling between a quasiparticle’s spin and its mo-
mentum causes an initially unpolarized current in conductors
to become spin dependent. The resulting spin-orbit-induced
effects can be intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic effects are due
to the manifestation of spin-orbit coupling in the quasiparticle
band structure in combination with spin-conserving scattering
events. Extrinsic effects are due to spin orbit scattering off
impurities. We focus on extrinsic effects that give rise to spin
relaxation, spin swapping, and spin Hall and inverse spin Hall
effects.

The simplest manifestation of the spin-orbit interaction
is spin relaxation [1,2]. This causes a nonequilibrium spin
polarization to decay with time or an injected spin current
to decay with distance. Below the superconducting transition
temperature, measurements of the temperature dependence of
the spin relaxation length can be used to determine the ratio
between spin-orbit-induced and magnetic-impurity-induced
spin relaxation [3]. Our focus is on how the spin Hall effect and
the spin swapping are affected by the superconducting gap.

The correlation between the momentum and spin directions
in the impurity scattering process can cause an injected primary
spin current to transform into a secondary transverse spin
current, even in the absence of electric (charge) currents. This
effect is called spin swapping. In its simplest manifestation,
the secondary current flows along the polarization of the
injected current and with a polarization direction that is
along the primary current flow: the spin currents have been
“swapped.” This effect was first studied theoretically for
extrinsic spin-orbit coupling [4]. More recently, an intrinsic
(Rashba spin-orbit-induced) spin-swapping effect [5] was
identified in two-dimensional diffusive metals. Spin swapping
driven by electric fields in these systems has also been
considered [6]. We will determine how the spin swapping
differs in the superconducting state compared to the normal
state.

The spin Hall effect has attracted considerable attention
[7–23]. There are two main contributions to the extrinsic spin
Hall effect: skew scattering due to the spin-dependent quasi-
particle scattering cross section and the side-jump mechanism
that arises from a spin-dependent displacement during the
scattering events. Calculating the side-jump contribution to
the spin Hall effect is a subtle issue because several terms
contribute to this contribution. In the stationary regime and in
the absence of a magnetic field, we study three contributions
in detail.

The onset of superconductivity can renormalize the various
spin transport effects and introduce new phenomena. The
temperature dependence of the spin transport parameters
below the critical temperature of the superconductor can be
used to identify and quantify the competing spin-orbit-induced
effects [3]. A giant enhancement of the spin signal of up
to five orders of magnitude in the superconducting state
was reported experimentally [3] in a nonlocal measurement
setup. In niobium, there are measurements of a factor of 4
enhancement of the spin relaxation time in the superconducting
state compared to the normal state [24].

In the inelastic transport regime, a giant increase in the non-
local spin and charge accumulation signal due to the spin Hall
effect was computed [25] at low temperatures. Moreover, these
studies indicated that the magnitudes of the skew scattering
and the side-jump contributions are renormalized by different
amounts below the superconducting critical temperature in
spin Hall devices. Recent nonlocal measurements found an
inverse spin Hall signal that is 2000 times stronger in the
superconducting state compared to the normal state [26].

Quasiparticle transport is elastic when the quasiparticle
energy is conserved during the scattering events. In the
opposite regime, quasiparticle interactions cause transport
to be inelastic, and the nonequilibrium distribution of the
quasiparticles approaches equilibrium Fermi distributions that
may be position, spin, and energy dependent. Spin transport
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in normal metals typically does not differ in the inelastic and
elastic transport regimes since the temperature is considerably
smaller than the relevant energy scale, that is, the Fermi energy.
However, in superconductors, the typical temperatures are
on a considerably smaller energy scale, namely, that of the
superconducting gap, and (spin) transport in the elastic and
inelastic transport regimes can significantly differ [27,28].
Since inelastic scattering rates increase with temperature, it
is plausible that transport below the superconducting critical
temperature is elastic [28].

In this paper, we study the elastic transport of spin,
particle, and energy in a diffusive superconductor. For this
purpose, we use Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s functions.
We include scattering from impurities, taking the spin-orbit
coupling into account. We also complement our results with
known effects of magnetic impurity scattering. We compute
the renormalization of the spin Hall effect and spin-swapping
effect below the superconducting critical temperature. In
contrast to recent theoretical works [25] on inelastic scattering
effects on transport in superconductors, we find the same
renormalizations of all spin Hall contributions in the elastic
transport regime. Moreover, we extend these studies to
arbitrary spin polarizations and provide a rigorous discussion
on the various contributions to the side-jump mechanism,
including the anomalous velocity, the Yafet term, and an addi-
tional expression in the self-energy. Thus far, there have been
no studies on the spin-swapping effect in superconductors.
We demonstrate that the spin-swapping coefficient is only
implicitly renormalized by the superconducting gap via the
renormalized diffusion coefficients.

We apply our transport formalism to study the (inverse) spin
Hall and spin-swapping effects in a four-terminal geometry. In
this geometry, we demonstrate that the signal resulting from
the spin swapping can become an order of magnitude larger in
the superconducting state compared to the normal state. On the
other hand, changes in the signal resulting from the (inverse)
spin Hall effect are only moderate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we first present the microscopic Hamiltonian and the
resulting transport equations for spin, particle, and energy
transport, including scattering from magnetic and nonmag-
netic impurities and from spin-orbit coupling. Section III
presents the four-terminal geometry and the calculation of
the signals that result from the spin Hall effect and the
spin-swapping mechanism. Subsequently, Sec. IV provides
an overview of the microscopic derivation of our results and a
discussion of the side-jump mechanism and its contributions
to the spin Hall effect. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Sec. V. The Appendixes contain more details of our
calculations.

II. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

Let us first describe the microscopic model of the super-
conductor and then our primary results. The main results
are the relation between the currents and the quasiparticle
distributions and the diffusion equations.

We describe the system using a four-component basis vector
in spin ⊗ particle-hole space. We use a “hat” to label vectors

and matrices in this 4 × 4 space. The basis vector is

ψ̂† = (ψ†
↑,ψ

†
↓,ψ↑,ψ↓) , (1)

where ψσ is the field annihilation operator for spin σ .
The field operators are described by the BCS one-particle

Hamiltonian

Ĥ(1) = − h̄2

2m
Di(1)Di(1) + eφ(1) − μ + �̂(1) + Ûtot, (2)

where φ is the scalar potential, μ is the chemical potential, �̂(1)
describes the superconducting gap, and Ûtot describes both
spin-conserving and spin-orbit-induced impurity scattering.
We use an abbreviated notation for the coordinates that
includes both spatial and temporal coordinates, where 1 =
(r1,t1).

The kinetic energy in Eq. (2) is expressed in terms of the
covariant derivative

Dμ(1)f̂ (1) = ∂f̂ (1)

∂1μ
+ iτ̂3Aμ(1)f̂ (1), (3)

where τ̂3 = diag(1,1, − 1, − 1) is a generalization of the third
Pauli matrix and Aμ ≡ (φ/c, − A)e/h̄ contains the scalar
potential φ and the electromagnetic vector potential A. We
also introduce its conjugate operator

f̂ (1)D†
μ(1) = ∂f̂ (1)

∂1μ
− if̂ (1)τ̂3Aμ(1). (4)

We use the standard four-vector notation, where Greek letters
refer to both spatial and temporal coordinates, whereas Latin
letters only take values referring to the spatial coordinates, i.e.,
μ = 0,1,2,3 and i = 1,2,3. Summation over repeated indices
is implied.

The superconducting gap is included via

�̂(1) =

⎛
⎜⎝

0 0 0 �(1)
0 0 −�(1) 0
0 �∗(1) 0 0

−�∗(1) 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎠ (5)

which contains the s-wave superconducting scalar order pa-
rameter �(1) = λ(r1)〈ψ↓(1)ψ↑(1)〉, where λ is the interaction
strength and 〈. . . 〉 denotes a quantum statistical average.

The local potential

Ûtot(r) = Û (r) + Ûso(r) (6)

includes elastic impurity scattering and spin-orbit coupling.
We express elastic impurity scattering as

Û (r) =
∑

i

u(r − r i), (7)

where u(r − r i) is the ith elastic scattering potential at position
r i . We consider extrinsic spin-orbit scattering governed by the
impurities. The extrinsic spin-orbit coupling is described by

Ûso(r) =
∑

i

ûso(r − rj )

= iγ
∑

j

(τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r − rj ))iDi(r), (8)

where α̂ = diag(σ̄ ,σ̄ ∗) is a generalized vector of 4 × 4 Pauli
matrices in electron-hole space. We denote the vector of
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conventional 2 × 2 Pauli matrices by σ̄ . γ is the spin-orbit
interaction strength.1

The spin-orbit coupling at impurities can be understood as
a consequence of the effects of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling
in the band structure. The latter renormalizes the interaction
strength γ from its vacuum value. The renormalization can be
interpreted as a shift in the physical position operator,

r → r̂eff = r + r̂so, (9)

such that, to the first order in γ ,

Û (r̂eff) = Û (r) + Ûso(r),

where the spin- and velocity-dependent correction to the
position operator

r̂so = −γ (τ̂3α̂ × p) (10)

is known as the Yafet term [1,18] or the anomalous coordinate,
where p is the momentum. The Yafet term in Eq. (10) also
contributes to the spin Hall effect, as we will discuss in more
detail below.

With this in hand, we find that the equation of motion for
the four-component basis vector ψ̂ is

[ih̄τ̂3D0(1) − Ĥ(1)]ψ̂(1), (11)

and for its conjugate ψ̂†

ψ̂†(1)[−iτ̂3D
†
0(1) − Ĥ′(1)] = 0, (12)

where the “prime” means that the covariant derivatives should
be replaced by their conjugated form. In other words, Ĥ′ is the
same as Ĥ, except that we let Dμ → D†

μ.
Starting from these equations of motion, we use the Keldysh

Green’s function formalism to obtain expressions that describe
the quasiparticle transport of spin, particle, and energy. We
employ the quasiclassical approximation, which is valid for
length scales that are considerably larger than the Fermi
wavelength, and then the diffusion approximation, which is
applicable when the system is far greater than the mean-free
path. We now present and discuss the main results. A rigorous
derivation for interested readers is included in Sec. IV.

A. Current expressions

In the elastic transport regime, energy is conserved and
transport can be described at each energy ε relative to the
chemical potential in terms of spectral (energy-dependent)
currents and distributions. Our main result consists of two
parts: (i) the relations between the quasiparticle spectral
currents and the spectral distributions and (ii) the spectral
diffusion equations. We discuss the spectral currents in this
section and the spectral diffusion equations in the next section.

The spectral currents are the spectral particle current ji(ε),
the spectral spin current jij (ε), the spectral energy current
jε i(ε), and the spectral spin-energy current jε ij (ε). Spectral
currents with one subindex are particle (ji) or energy (jε i)
and flow along the i direction. Quantities with two subindices

1Here, we choose the sign such that spin-orbit coupling corresponds
to its vacuum expression for which γvac > 0.

describe spin (jij ) or spin-energy (jε ij ) current, where the first
index (i) is the direction of the current flow and the second (j )
denotes the spin polarization direction.

The corresponding spectral particle and energy distribution
functions are h(ε) and hε(ε), respectively. Similarly, the
spectral spin and spin-energy distribution functions are hs

j (ε)
and hεs

j (ε), respectively, where the subindex (here, j ) denotes
the spin polarization direction.

From the spectral densities and spectral currents introduced
in this section, the relevant physical quantities can be extracted.
For example, the electric current density is a sum of all the
spectral particle currents

j tot
i (R) = −eN0

2

∫
dεji(R,ε), (13a)

and the electroneutrality dictates that the electrostatic potential
is [29]

eφ(R) = −
∫

dε NS(R,ε)h(R,ε), (13b)

where NS is the renormalization of the density of states due to
the superconducting gap, which is introduced and discussed
further below. The expressions for the spin, energy, and spin-
energy properties are similar.

To the first order in the spin-orbit coupling, we compute that
there are three contributions to the spectral current, namely,
the conventional diffusion and supercurrent terms j (0), the spin
Hall effects j (sH), and the spin-swapping effect j (sw):

j (ε) = j (0)(ε) + j (sH)(ε) + j (sw)(ε). (14)

We will now discuss these contributions to the spectral current.
To the zeroth order in the spin-orbit interaction strength, the
currents are well known (see, e.g., Ref. [30]):

j
(0)
i = −Dp∇ih + j sc

i hε, (15a)

j
(0)
ij = −Dε∇ih

s
j + j sc

i hεs
j , (15b)

jε
(0)
i = −[

Dε∇ih
ε + j sc

i (1 − h)
]
, (15c)

jε
(0)
ij = −[

Dp∇ih
εs
j + j sc

i hs
j

]
. (15d)

The diffusion coefficients Dε and Dp are well known, and
their energy dependencies are governed by the superconduct-
ing gap [30] and the nonequilibrium state. One simple limit of
these expressions is the normal state, where Dε = Dp = D,
where D is the diffusion constant. Another simple limit is
the BCS approximation of a dirty superconductor with no
pair-breaking processes: Dp/D = ε2/(ε2 − �2) and Dε/D =
1 for energies above the gap, |ε| > |�|. The current in
Eq. (15) also includes a supercurrent j sc, which is proportional
to the gradient of the superconducting phase. Microscopic
expressions for the generalized diffusion constants Dp(ε)
and Dε(ε) as well as the supercurrent j sc in general out-of-
equilibrium conditions are given in Sec. IV E.

Let us now turn to the spin-orbit-induced corrections to the
conventional spectral current, which is one of our new central
results. To the first order in the spin-orbit coupling strength γ ,
we compute contributions that correspond to the spin Hall and
the inverse spin Hall effects and to the spin-swapping effect.
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We find that the contributions to the spectral current due to the
spin Hall and the inverse spin Hall effects are [31]

j
(sH)
i = −χsHεijkD∇j

(
NSh

s
k

)
, (16a)

j
(sH)
ij = χsHεijkD∇k[NS(h − 1)], (16b)

jε
(sH)
i = −χsHεijkD∇j

(
NSh

εs
k

)
, (16c)

jε
(sH)
ij = χsHεijkD∇k(NSh

ε), (16d)

where NS(ε) is the ratio between the (energy-dependent)
density of states in the superconducting state and the density
of states in the normal state. The normal-state spin Hall angle
χsH = χ

(sk)
sH + χ

(sj)
sH is given in terms of the skew scattering

constant

χ
(sk)
sH = 4η

3

τtr

τsk
, (17a)

and the side-jump constant

χ
(sj)
sH = 3γm

τtr
. (17b)

The dimensionless quantity η = γp2
F/2 is governed by the

spin-orbit coupling strength, pF is the Fermi momentum, τtr

is the transport relaxation time, and τsk is the skew scattering
time.

We find that the spin Hall angles that arise from skew
scattering and side jump are all renormalized by equal
amounts below the superconducting critical temperature via
the renormalized density of states parametrized by NS(ε). In
contrast, Ref. [25] computes the spin Hall conductivity in a
different transport regime, the inelastic transport regime, and
predicts that the renormalization of the spin Hall angle due to
side jump and skew scattering differs.

We note that both the spin Hall and inverse spin Hall
effects described by Eq. (16) are created by quasiparticles,
while contributions from the condensate are absent. The origin
of this is that the inverse spin Hall effect is induced by
a nonequilibrium spin accumulation governed by the distri-
bution function, whereas the phase of the condensate wave
function remains intact. This is in contrast to the equilibrium
magnetoelectric effect produced by a static Zeeman field in
a spin-orbit-coupled superconductor discussed in Ref. [32].
In that case, the condensate current emerges due to mixing
of spin-singlet and spin-triplet Cooper pairs. Such a situation
could occur out of equilibrium by taking into account that
an effective Zeeman field may be created by spin-polarized
electrons due to the Coulomb exchange interaction of itinerant
electrons [33]. Here, we assume that the Coulomb interaction
is weak and disregard this effect.

We also disregard the condensate supercurrent associated
with the conversion of quasiparticle current into the super-
current due to the inelastic relaxation of quasiparticles (the
so-called charge imbalance relaxation). At low temperatures,
such a relaxation occurs at large length scales. We assume
that our system is small enough to disregard charge imbalance
relaxation.

When the scattering potential is isotropic, the transport
relaxation time τtr equals the elastic scattering time τ, χ

(sk)
sH =

4πηN0u0/3 and χ
(sj)
sH = 3γm/τ , where u0 = u(q = 0) is the

Fourier transformed scattering potential at q = 0 and N0 is the
density of states at the Fermi level in the normal state. Our
results in Eq. (16) are valid for general anisotropic scattering
potentials, except that the skew scattering contribution (17a)
is computed to the lowest order in small anisotropies; see
Sec. IV. Several factors contribute to the side jump (17b),
and we discuss these factors in more detail in Sec. IV and
Appendix F.

Let us study the superconductivity-induced renormalization
of the spin Hall angle in the elastic transport regime in more
detail. For this purpose, we consider a weakly perturbed
superconductor in which the density of states is constant and
equal to the BCS density of states. We can then express the spin
Hall contribution to the spectral particle current, the inverse
spectral spin Hall current, from the zeroth-order spin current

j
(sH)
i = θsHεijkj

(0)
jk , (18)

where we have defined the spin Hall angle in the superconduct-
ing state as θsH = χsHNS(D/Dε). Whereas (Dε/D) typically
only weakly depends on the energy, NS strongly varies as a
function of energy. In the superconducting state, NS is greatly
enhanced close to the superconducting gap, which causes
a significant increase of the spin Hall angle θsH. The fact
that there is a giant enhancement in the spin Hall angle for
quasiparticles with energies around the gap is consistent with
the main findings of Refs. [25,26]. We provide microscopic
expressions for the density of states in the superconductor
with respect to its normal-state value NS(ε) and the scattering
times in Eq. (17) in Sec. IV.

The spin-swapping effect [4,5] couples only spins. To
display the spin-swapping current in a compact manner, we
define the operator [a,b](sw)

ij ≡ δij acbc − ajbi , and we obtain
the spectral currents

j
(sw)
ij = χswDε[∇,hs](sw)

ij + χsw

2
[(∇Dε),hs](sw)

ij

+ χsH

2
[NS j sc,2 + Rp,hεs](sw)

ij , (19a)

jε
(sw)
ij = χswDp[∇,hεs](sw)

ij + χsw

2
[(∇Dp),hεs](sw)

ij

+ χsH

2
[NS j sc,2 + Rp,hεs](sw)

ij . (19b)

The normal-state spin-swapping constant is [4]

χsw = 4η

3

τtr

τsw
, (20)

where τsw is the spin-swapping scattering time. The spin-
swapping constant reduces to χsw = 4η/3 when the scattering
potential is isotropic. In its simplest manifestation, spin
swapping interchanges the direction of flow and the spin
polarization direction, as follows from Eq. (19). A prominent
feature of the spin-swapping effect is that it leads to in-plane
spin polarizations at the lateral edges of a two-dimensional
sample, whereas the spin Hall effect gives rise to out-of-plane
spin polarizations, which makes it possible to experimentally
distinguish the two effects. We find that spin swapping is
renormalized in the superconducting state only through the
generalized diffusion constants contained in the diffusion
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currents in Eq. (19), while χsw remains unchanged by the
superconducting gap.

The additional terms in Eq. (19) appear when there are
spatial variations in the magnitude and phase of the super-
conducting order parameter. The term proportional to j sc,2

can be viewed as super-spin-swapping current. In addition to
this term, we have a more complicated term that is related to
the gradient of θ , which is related to gradients in the spectral
properties of the superconductor.

The expressions for the spectral currents, Eqs. (16) and (19),
satisfy Onsager’s reciprocal relations. For example, the spin
Hall effect and the inverse spin Hall effect are governed
by the same susceptibility χsH. The spin Hall effect and
the spin-swapping mechanisms can be detected in nonlocal
geometries. In these setups, the detected signals will also
depend on the counterflow of currents due to spin and particle
distribution buildups. We will subsequently compute these
effects and the resulting effect of the superconducting gap
on the electrochemical potentials that can be detected.

B. Diffusion equations

We now turn to the presentation of the spectral (energy-
dependent) diffusion equation. We find that the diffusion of
particle, spin, and energy is described in terms of energy-
dependent diffusion equations [31]

∇iji = αh + αεhε, (21a)

∇ijij =
(

αso

τso
+ αm

τm

)
hj , (21b)

∇ijε i = 0, (21c)

∇ijε ij = αεhs
j + αhεs

j +
(

αε so

τso
+ αεm

τm

)
hε

j . (21d)

The terms proportional to α and αε in Eqs. (21a) and (21d) are
proportional to the superconducting gap and are responsible
for converting quasiparticle currents into supercurrents [34].
For completeness, we have also included the effects of the
magnetic impurities, where we use the results from Ref. [30].
The spin relaxation terms in Eqs. (21b) and (21d) are given
in terms of the spin relaxation scattering times τso and τm due
to spin-orbit coupling and magnetic impurities, respectively.
Equation (21c) expresses that spectral energy is conserved in
the elastic transport regime.

The superconducting gap leads to the introduction of
the renormalization factors α, αso, αm, αε so, and αεm [30].
These factors are energy dependent and are governed by
the superconducting state. Microscopic expressions for these
renormalization factors (and the scattering times) are presented
in Sec. IV. To obtain insights into how the various effects
occurring in Eq. (21) are renormalized, let us consider a
scenario in which the superconductor has properties that are
close to that of a bulk BCS superconductor (BCS limit). This is,
for instance, realized in large superconductors that are weakly
coupled to reservoirs that inject spin and particle currents.
Quasiparticles can propagate for energies above the gap, |ε| >

|�|, when there is no conversion of quasiparticle currents to
supercurrents and α = 0. At the same time, the spin relaxation
renormalization factors become αε so = αεm = ε2/(ε2 − �2)

µL

j(0)
xz

jsH
y

µR

x

y
z

NL

NR1

NR2

µL

µR

j(0)
xz

j(sw)

(a)

(b)

zx
NL

FIG. 1. Nonlocal geometries for measuring the spin Hall effect (a)
and the spin swapping (b). In both cases, a particle current flowing in
the left normal metal generates via the spin Hall effect a spin current
that flows into the superconductor. Inside the superconductor, the
inverse spin Hall effect converts the spin current into a particle current,
and spin swapping swaps the spin current polarization and flow
directions. In (a), the electrochemical potentials in the normal metals
measure the inverse spin Hall effect. In (b), the spin-polarized contacts
can be switched between a parallel and antiparallel configuration to
detect the spin-swapping effect.

for spin energy, and αso = 1 and αm = (ε2 + �2)/(ε2 − �2)
for spin density. This implies that the spin-orbit-induced
spin relaxation rate is identical in the superconducting and
normal states, whereas the spin-energy relaxation rate is
enhanced in the superconducting state. In contrast, when
magnetic impurities dominate the relaxations of spins, both
the spin relaxation rate and the spin-energy relaxation rates
are enhanced for quasiparticles with energies above and close
to the superconducting gap.

III. SPIN TRANSPORT IN NONLOCAL GEOMETRIES

We will now compute the signatures of the (inverse) spin
Hall effect and the spin swapping in nonlocal geometries. We
consider the setups in Fig. 1. The left normal metal (NL)
functions as a spin injector into the superconductor (S) via
a tunnel junction. The additional normal metals to the right
(NR1 and NR2) act as detectors of the spin-particle-coupled
properties of the superconductor.

We assume that the transparency of the tunnel contacts is
low such that there are no proximity effects between the normal
metals and the superconductor. The equilibrium properties of
the superconductor are then the same as if it were detached
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from the rest of the circuit. Furthermore, we assume that the
resistances of the tunnel contacts used for detecting the inverse
spin Hall and spin-swapping effects in the superconductors are
considerably larger than the resistance of the tunnel contact
used for spin injection. In this limit, we can first compute
the nonequilibrium spin distribution in the normal metal,
which is not influenced by the rest of the circuit. In turn,
this spin distribution leaks into the superconductor. Finally,
the electrochemical potential difference between the normal
metals to the right (NR1 and NR2) detects the inverse spin
Hall effect and spin swapping without influencing the spin
and particle distributions in the superconductor. Our geometry
differs from the setup in [24] since the spin current into the
superconductor is injected along its long axis.

We first focus on the spin injection that originates from the
left normal metal. Since the tunnel resistances are large, we can
consider the properties of the left normal metal independently
of the rest of the circuit. The normal metal is biased so in a
way to maintain the particle distribution in the normal metal
close to the tunnel contact in equilibrium. We consider that
this is achieved with a electrochemical potential −μL/2 at
the top and μL/2 at the bottom of the left normal metal.
Such a setup prevents a charge imbalance from flowing into
the superconductor. The total electric current through the
normal metal is then I = GμL/e, where the conductance is
G = e2NLDLAL/LL in terms of the density of states NL,
diffusion coefficient DL, cross section AL, and length LL of
the left normal metal. The particle current flowing along the
y direction generates via the spin Hall effect a spin current
flowing along the x direction that is spin polarized along the z

direction. In turn, the spin current induces a spin distribution at
the edges of the left (L) normal metal. The standard calculation
explained below shows that the spin distribution in the left
normal metal close to the tunnel interface is

hs(L)
z (ε) = ζLheq(ε,μL/2), (22)

where the dimensionless particle-spin conversion efficiency ζL

is independent of the energy and

heq(ε,μL/2) = 1

2

[
tanh

μL/2 + ε

2kBT
+ tanh

μL/2 − ε

2kBT

]
(23)

arises from the distributions of the quasiparticles in the
reservoirs at electrochemical potentials μL/2 and −μL/2.

We compute the particle-spin conversion efficiency pa-
rameter ζL as follows. To the zeroth order in the spin-orbit
coupling, we use Eq. (15a) to find the relation between
the spatial variation of the spectral particle distribution and
the spectral particle current j (0)

y (ε) = −D∂yh(ε) and solve
the diffusion equation of Eq. (21a) to find the spatially
varying spectral particle distribution h(ε). To the first order
in the spin-orbit coupling, the spatial variation of the spectral
particle distribution gives rise to a spin current jxz(ε) and an
associated spin distribution hs

z(ε) in the normal metal. The
spatial variation of the spin distribution hs

z(ε) is determined
by the diffusion equation (21b) with the boundary conditions
that the spectral spin current vanishes at the edges of the
normal metal. The spectral spin current is from Eq. (16b)
jxz(ε) = −DL∂xh

s
z(ε) − χsH,LD∂yh(ε). Solving the diffusion

equation (21b) with these boundary conditions and assuming
the normal metal is wider than its diffusion length, we find that

the spin distribution of Eq. (22) with the particle-spin efficiency
parameter ζL = −2χsH,LλL/LL, which is a dimensionless
property of the left normal metal spin injector where the
spin-diffusion length is λL.

Next, we will compute the resulting spin and particle
distribution in the superconductor. Since we will focus on
spin-distribution-induced spin-particle conversion effects in
the supercurrent, we only need to focus on how spins propagate
from the left normal metal into the superconductor. At a low
transmission interface, the spectral spin currents through the
interfaces are

jxz = NS(ε)gT

(
hs(N)

z − hs
z

)
, (24)

where the spin distribution at the normal metal side hs(N)
z

was computed in Eq. (22). The conductance of the tunnel
junction when the superconductor is in the normal state is
GT = N0gT . We solve the spin-diffusion equation (21b) in the
superconductor with the boundary condition of continuity of
the spin current. We also expand the result to the lowest order
in the tunnel conductance and assume that the superconductor
is considerably longer than the spin-diffusion length (along
the x direction). We then find that the spatially dependent spin
distribution is governed by the ratio between the tunnel con-
ductance NS(ε)GT and the conductance of the superconductor
within the spin-flip length l(ε),N0Dε(ε)/λ(ε):

hs
z(x,ε) = ζLheq(ε,μL/2)

gT NS(ε)λ(ε)

Dε(ε)
e−x/λ(ε). (25)

The energy-dependent spin-flip length is λ(ε) =
[Dε(ε)τsf(ε)]1/2, where the spin-flip relaxation rate is
1/τsf = αso/τso + αm/τm.

In the following, we will show how the spatially dependent
spin distribution of Eq. (25) in the superconductor gives rise
to the inverse spin Hall effect and spin swapping.

A. Inverse spin Hall effect

In the inverse spin Hall geometry, the inverse spin Hall
effect is measured via normal metals in tunnel contact with
the superconductor. From Eq. (16a), we see that the spin-Hall-
induced spectral particle current density is

j sH
y (ε) = χsH,SDNS(ε)∂xh

s
z(x,ε), (26)

where we computed hs
z(x,ε) in Eq. (25).

We assume that the transverse width WS of the supercon-
ductor is smaller than the charge-imbalance relaxation length.
The spin-Hall-induced spectral particle current density of
Eq. (26) must then be compensated by the zeroth-order spectral
particle current density induced by a transverse gradient of
the spectral particle distribution. Since transport is assumed
to be elastic, we use the boundary conditions that the total
(zeroth-order and spin Hall contributions) spectral particle
current density should vanish at the lateral edges. We also
only take into account the difference between the particle
distributions at y = WS/2 and y = −WS/2 over which the
potential is detected. The resulting relative spectral particle
distribution at y = WS/2 is then

h(ε) = ηpspheq(ε,μL/2)
D2N2

S (ε)

2Dp(ε)Dε(ε)
e−x/λ(ε), (27)
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where the dimensionless particle spin–particle conversion is
governed by ηpsp = −ζLχsH,SWSgT /D.

The particle distribution of Eq. (27) can be detected as a
electrochemical potential in another normal metal in tunnel
contact with the superconductor. The spectral particle current
between the superconductor and this tunnel contact is

jy = NS(ε)gT ′[h − heq(ε,μR/2)]. (28)

The electrochemical potential μR in the normal metal that
we detect is determined by the integral equation that the
total current into the right normal metal should vanish,∫

dεjy(ε) = 0, and is therefore independent of the detector
tunnel conductance gT ′ .

In linear response, we expand

heq(ε,μ) ≈ −[∂εf (ε) − ∂εf (−ε)]μ, (29)

where f (ε) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. We then
find that the ratio between the electrochemical potentials in
the superconducting state and the normal metal is

μ(S)

μ(N)
=

∫ ∞
�

dε e−x/λ(ε)∂εf (ε)NS(ε)3[D/Dε(ε)]

e−x/λN

∫ ∞
�

dε ∂εf (ε)NS(ε)[Dp(ε)Dε(ε)/D2]
, (30)

where λN is the spin-diffusion length in the normal state.
The electrochemical potential when the superconductor is
in its normal state is μ(N) = μR = ηpspe

−x/λN μL. Naturally,
the electrochemical potential is proportional to the spin Hall
angle in the left normal metal and the spin Hall angle in
the superconductor via the particle-spin–particle-conversion
coefficient ηpsp.

We consider first the case when spin flip is predominately
due to spin-orbit scattering 1/τso  1/τm. Remarkably, there
is then an exact compensation of the factors in the numerator
and denominator of Eq. (30) so that V (S) = V (N). This is
because NS(ε)2 = Dp(ε)Dε(ε)/D2 and λ(ε) = λN in that
limit. This ensures that the particle imbalance of Eq. (27)
attains its normal-state value even when the superconducting
gap is taken into account.

When spin-flip scattering due to magnetic impurities
becomes stronger, there is a decay of the spin Hall signal
when the temperature is reduced below the superconducting
transition temperature. This is caused by the reduction of the
the spin-diffusion length λ(ε) with respect to its normal-state
value λN in this regime.

We conclude that the inverse spin Hall signal is equal
to or smaller than its value in the normal state below the
superconducting transition temperature.

B. Spin swapping

To study spin swapping, we consider the geometry shown in
Fig. 1(b). In this scenario, spin swapping implies that the spin
current flowing in the superconductor along the x direction
that is polarized along the z direction will be swapped into
a secondary (and smaller) spin current that flows along the z

direction and is polarized along the x direction. From Eq. (19a),
we find that the spin-swapped-induced spectral spin current
density is

j (sw)
zx (ε) = −χsw,SDε∂xh

s
z(x,ε). (31)

Maintaining that the transverse width of the superconductors
is smaller than the charge imbalance length, the swapped
spectral spin current of Eq. (31) must be counterbalanced
by a spin current induced by a transverse gradient of the
spin distribution. Requiring a vanishing spectral spin current
at the edges (z = −dS/2 and z = dS/2) then determined the
transverse secondary swapped spin distribution

h(sw)
x (x,y,ε) = ηpss

λ(ε)

dS

NS(ε)
D

Dε(ε)
e−x/λ(ε), (32)

where ηpss = ζLgT dSχsw,S/D is a dimensionless particle-spin-
spin conversion factor.

We can already here note that the swapped spin distribution
of Eq. (32) becomes larger for energies around the gap than
in the normal state. As we will demonstrate below, this also
leads to an enhanced spin-swapping signal.

The detection of the spin-swapping signal of Eq. (32)
requires the use of spin-polarized contacts. Hence, we assume
a setup such as the one shown in Fig. 1, where the right tunnel
contacts consist of ferromagnets with a spin polarization along
the x direction. We also assume that the magnetization of
the tunnel contact can be made to be parallel or antiparallel.
Furthermore, to detect the spatial variation of the swapped
spin distribution along the z direction, we consider a situation
in which the tunnel contacts are attached on top of the
superconductor. In such an experiment, we can detect the
swapped spin current.

We detect the electrochemical potential in large probe
reservoirs where there is no spin distribution. The particle
distributions in the detectors attain their local equilibrium
values heq(ε,μR) with respect to the detector electrochemical
potential μR . The spectral particle current through the detector
spin-polarized tunnel barrier is

j±
z (ε) = NS(ε)gT d

[±PT d

(−h(sw)
x

) + (
heq(ε,μ±) − h(S)

)]
,

(33)

where the sign ± indicates whether the tunnel polarizer is
parallel or antiparallel to the x direction. h(S) is the particle
distribution in the superconductor that will not play a role
in our spin-swapping detection scheme. Requiring no total
current to the reservoir, such that also

∫
dε(j+

z − j−
z ) = 0, we

find an expression for the electrochemical potential difference
�μ = μ+ − μ− in linear response by using the expansion of
Eq. (29):

�μ = PT dηcss

∫
dε NS(ε)hsw

x (ε)∫
dε NS(ε)∂εhLd (ε)

, (34)

where we computed the transverse swapped spin distribution
hsw

x in Eq. (32).
It is instructive to consider the ratio between the elec-

trochemical potential difference in the superconducting state
versus the normal state:

�μ(N)

�μ(S)
=

∫ ∞
�

dε NS(ε)2[D/Dε(ε)][λ(ε)/λN ][∂εf (ε)]e−x/λ(ε)∫ ∞
�

dε NS(ε)∂εf (ε)e−x/λN

.

(35)

We evaluate Eq. (35) numerically and the result is presented
in Fig. 2. As announced, below the superconducting transition
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the spin-swapping signal.

temperature, there is an enhancement of the spin-swapping
signal. This can be understood from Eqs. (32) and (35).
The spin-swapping spin distribution is enhanced for energies
around the gap in the superconducting state. This leads to the
enhancement of the spin-swapping signal at temperature below
the superconducting transition temperature.

IV. MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION

A. Definition of the Green’s function

In this section, we will derive our results presented in
Sec. II, the diffusion equations (21), and the relations between
the currents and the distribution functions of Eqs. (15), (16),
and (19). Our starting point is the microscopic Hamiltonian
of Eq. (2), and we use the nonequilibrium Keldysh Green’s
function formalism.

We define the kinetic Green’s function in terms of the four-
component vector of Eq. (1):

ĜK
ij (1,1′) = −i(τ̂3)ii〈[ψ̂i(1 ), ψ̂†

j (1′)]−〉, (36a)

where [A,B]± = AB ± BA. ĜK is a 4 × 4 matrix in spin ⊗
particle-hole space, and we denote such matrices using a “hat”
superscript. Similarly, we define the retarded Green’s function

ĜR
ij (1,1′) = −i�(t1 − t1′)(τ̂3)ii〈[ψ̂i(1 ), ψ̂†

j (1′)]+〉, (36b)

and the advanced Green’s function

ĜA
ij (1,1′) = i�(t1′ − t1)(τ̂3)ii〈[ψ̂i(1 ), ψ̂†

j (1′)]+〉, (36c)

where �(t) is the Heaviside function. Next, we construct an
8 × 8 Green’s function matrix Ǧ(1,1′) in spin ⊗ particle-hole
⊗ Keldysh space [35]

Ǧ =
(

ĜR ĜK

0̂ ĜA

)
, (37)

which obeys the right-handed equation of motion

(ih̄cτ̂3D0(1) − Ĥ(1))Ǧ(1,1′) = δ(1 − 1′) (38)

and its corresponding left-handed equation of motion

Ǧ(1,1′)(−ih̄cτ̂3D
′
0(1′) − Ĥ′(1′)) = δ(1 − 1′) (39)

in terms of the Hamiltonian (2). We denote 8 × 8 Green’s
function matrices using a “check” superscript. The operators

to the left of the Green’s function in Eq. (38) are 8 × 8
matrices decomposed into two identical block-diagonal 4 × 4
matrices that occupy the retarded and advanced components
in Keldysh space.

B. Derivation of the covariant Eilenberger equations

The Eilenberger equation is widely used [29]. Nevertheless,
we include a derivation of the Eilenberger equation for systems
in which the extrinsic spin-orbit interaction is essential. Spin-
orbit interactions require careful handling of the spin-orbit-
induced self-energy that appears in the Eilenberger equation.
The Eilenberger equation is obtained [29] by taking the
difference between the left- and right-handed equations of
motion (39) and (38). By taking the Wigner transform in the
mixed representation and keeping terms to first the order in
h̄ [36], we obtain for a stationary system

ih̄vi∇̃iǦ + [ετ̂3 + �̂,Ǧ]− − [�̂imp − �̂m
⊗, Ǧ]−

− (�̂so ⊗ Ǧ − Ǧ ⊗ �̂′
so) = 0, (40)

where ∇̃μX ≡ ∇μX + iAμ[τ̂3,X]− and �̂so contains all the
self-energy contributions involving Ûso.

In a stationary state, the quasiclassical Green’s function is
defined as

ǧ(R, pF,ε) = i

π

∫
dξ p Ǧc(R, p,ε), (41)

which in the mixed representation is a function of the
center-of-mass coordinate R = (r1 + r1′)/2 and the energy
ε related to the relative time coordinate t = t1 − t1′ by a
covariant Wigner transform as defined in Appendix A. The
momentum pF is related to the relative position r = r1 − r1′

by a Fourier transform and is fixed at the Fermi level, and the
integration variable is ξ p = p2/2m. The quasiclassical Green’s
function (41) is determined by the Eilenberger equation which
in a stationary state reads as

0 = ih̄vF · ∇̃ǧ + [τ̂3ε + �̂,ǧ
]
− − [σ̌ ,ǧ]−, (42)

where vF = pF/m is the Fermi velocity, and we have inserted
the various self-energies that we will address in the next
section. Upon impurity averaging, �̂so and �̂′

so become
identical and are included in the commutator in Eq. (42).
Equation (42) does not determine the quasiclassical Green’s
function uniquely; therefore, we also need a normalization
condition [37,38]

ǧ2 = 1. (43)

We have now derived the Wigner-transformed Eilenberger
equation in the presence of spin-orbit interactions.

C. Self-energies

We consider a diffusive system and will therefore compute
average quantities relevant at length scales longer than the
mean-free path and independent of the impurity configuration.
First, we include the effects of the local potential Ûtot within
the self-consistent Born approximation. To the second order
in the local potential, the self-energy is shown in Fig. 45 and
reads as

�̌(1,1′) = 〈Ûtot(r1)Ǧc(1,1′)Ûtot(r1′)〉c, (44)
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where 〈. . . 〉c denotes averaging over all possible impurity con-
figurations, and we assume that 〈Ûtot〉c = 0. The self-energy
�̌ is a functional of the impurity-averaged full propagator
Ǧc = 〈Ǧ〉c. The terms in the local potential give rise to various
self-energy contributions that can be treated independently.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the effects of elastic
impurity scattering are calculated from

�̌imp(1,1′) = n

∫
d r i u(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,1′)u(r1′ − r i), (45a)

where n is the impurity concentration.

Spin swapping and side-jump scattering arise from contribu-
tions that are linear in the spin-orbit coupling strength:

�̌(1)
so (1,1′) = n

∫
d r i ûso(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,1′)u(r1′ − r i)

+ n

∫
d r i u(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,1′)ûso(r1′ − r i).

(45b)

To include spin-orbit-induced spin relaxation, we also
calculate the second-order contributions from the spin-orbit
coupling to the self-energy:

�̌so(1,1′) = n

∫
d r i ûso(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,1′)ûso(r1′ − r i). (45c)

We will also include contributions from skew scattering to the spin Hall and inverse spin Hall effects. However, skew scattering
does not appear within the framework of the self-consistent Born approximation. To include skew scattering, we also include
contributions that are third order in the potential u: see Fig. 45 [18,39]. To the first order in the spin-orbit coupling, the skew
scattering contributions to the self-energy are

�̌sk(1,1′) = n

∫
d r i

∫
d2 ûso(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,2)u(r2 − r i)Ǧc(2,1′)u(r1′ − r i)

+ n

∫
d r i

∫
d2 u(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,2)ûso(r2 − r i)Ǧc(2,1′)u(r1′ − r i)

+ n

∫
d r i

∫
d2 u(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,2)u(r2 − r i)Ǧc(2,1′)ûso(r1′ − r i). (45d)

Moreover, to have a closed set of equations and a complete quasiclassical theory, the self-energy �̌[Ǧc] is approximated by the
quasiclassical self-energy σ̌ [ǧ] in Eq. (42) which is then a functional of the quasiclassical Green’s function ǧ. Performing impurity
average and employing the quasiclassical approximation yield simplified expressions for the various self-energy contributions of
Eqs. (45) evaluated at position R, Fermi momentum pF, and energy ε:

σ̌imp = − i

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
ǧ(R,q,ε)

〉
F

, (46a)

σ̌ (1)
so = γ̃ pF

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
[τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂),ǧ(R,q,ε)]−

〉
F

+ iγ̃

4

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
[τ̂3α̂ × ( p̂ − q̂),∇̃ǧ(R,q,ε)]+

〉
F

, (46b)

σ̌so = − iγ 2

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q)ǧ(R,q,ε)τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q)

〉
F

, (46c)

σ̌sk = − iγ

2

〈
1

τsk( p,q,q ′)
(τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q)ǧ(R,q,ε)ǧ(R,q ′,ε) − ǧ(R,q,ε)ǧ(R,q ′,ε)τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q ′))

〉
F

− iγ

2

〈
1

τsk( p,q,q ′)
ǧ(R,q,ε)τ̂3α̂ · (q × q ′)ǧ(R,q ′,ε)

〉
F

, (46d)

where 〈. . . 〉F denotes an angular average with respect to q
(and q ′) at the Fermi surface. We changed the notation of the
self-energy in Eq. (46) by switching from �̌ to σ̌ to emphasize
that we use the quasiclassical approximation of Eq. (45). The
elastic scattering rate is

1

τ ( p − q)
= 2πnN0|u( p − q)|2, (47a)

where N0 is the density of states at the Fermi level in the
normal state.

The skew scattering rate is

1

τsk( p,q,q ′)
= 2π2nN2

0 u( p − q)u(q − q ′)u(q ′ − p). (47b)

The skew scattering rate (47b) is on the order of 1/(N0u)
smaller than the elastic scattering rate (47a). A detailed
derivation of Eqs. (46) and (47) is presented in Appendix E.

D. Diffusion limit

Since elastic impurity scattering is assumed to be strong
(dirty limit), the quasiclassical Green’s function becomes
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almost isotropic and we can use an expansion in spherical
harmonics up to the first order,

ǧ(R, pF,ε) ≈ ǧs(R,ε) + ep · ǧ(R,ε), (48)

where ǧs and ǧ are the isotropic and anisotropic Green’s
functions, respectively, and ep = pF/| pF|. Expanding the
normalization condition (43) to the first order yields the useful
relations

ǧ2
s = 1, [ǧs, ǧ]+ = 0. (49)

We use this expansion (48) in the self-energy contri-
butions of Eq. (46) and retain only the dominant terms.
As a conventional example, consider the elastic impurity
scattering. Inserting the expansion of the Green’s function
in spherical harmonics of Eq. (48) into the quasiclassical
elastic impurity scattering self-energy (46a) and performing
the angular average provides

σ̌imp( pF) ≈ − i

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
(ǧs + eq · ǧ)

〉
F

= − i

2τ
ǧs − i

2

(
1

τ
− 1

τtr

)
(ep · ǧ), (50a)

where we dropped the center coordinate R and the energy ε

for brevity, and

1

τ
=

〈
1

τ ( p − q)

〉
F

is the average elastic scattering rate and

1

τtr
=

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
(1 − ep · eq)

〉
F

is the inverse transport relaxation time.
Similarly, we insert the Green’s function’s expansion (48)

into the remaining self-energy contributions and perform the
angular average. We make use of the fact that ǧ � ǧs and
only retain the dominant contributions. To the leading order
in the spin-orbit coupling, we then obtain the spin-swapping
(“sw”), side-jump (“sj”), and spin-orbit-induced relaxation
(“so”) contributions to the self-energy:

σ̌sw( pF) = − η

3τsw
ep · [τ̂3α̂

×, ǧ]+, (50b)

σ̌sj( pF) = − iγ̃

4τtr
ep · [τ̂3α̂

×, ∇̃ǧs]−, (50c)

σ̌so( pF) = − 3i

16τso
(τ̂3α̂ × ep)ǧs(τ̂3α̂ × ep), (50d)

and, using Eq. (49), we find the skew-scattering contribution

σ̌sk( pF) = − iη

3τsk
ep · [τ̂3α̂

×, ǧs ǧ]−, (50e)

where [a
×, b]± = a × b ± b × a and, again, we omit the

arguments R and ε for brevity. When evaluating the self-energy
to the first order in the spin-orbit coupling (45b), a contribution
to the side-jump mechanism (50c) is also obtained; see

Appendixes E 2 and F. The elastic scattering rate is

1

τ
= 2πnN0〈|u(ep − eq)|2〉F, (51a)

and the inverse transport relaxation time is

1

τtr
= 2πnN0〈|u(ep − eq)|2(1 − ep · eq)〉F. (51b)

Spin relaxation is determined by the spin-flip scattering rate
due to magnetic impurities

1

τm
= 8

3
πnmN0S(S + 1)〈|um(ep − eq)|2〉F, (51c)

where S is the impurity spin quantum number, and the spin-flip
scattering rate due to spin-orbit coupling

1

τso
= 8

3
πγ̃ 2p2

FnN0〈|u(ep − eq)|2(ep × eq)2〉F. (51d)

The spin-swapping scattering rate is

1

τsw
= 9

8γ̃ 2p2
F

1

τso
, (51e)

and the skew scattering rate is

1

τsk
= 2π2nN2

0 u3
0. (51f)

The results in Eqs. (50) and (51) are valid irrespective of
the possible anisotropy of the scattering potential, with the
exception that the expression for the self-energy due to skew
scattering (50e) is included only to the lowest order in the
anisotropy of the scattering potentials to keep the result
compact and simple.2

The isotropic Green’s function ǧs and the anisotropic
Green’s function ǧ are obtained using the expansion in spheri-
cal harmonics (48) and splitting the Eilenberger equation (42)
into an even and an odd part with respect to ep. To the first
order in the spin-orbit coupling strength, the odd part is

0 = ivF∇̃ǧs + i

τtr
ǧs ǧ + [τ̂3ε, ǧ]− + [�̂, ǧ]−

− η

3τsw
ǧs[[τ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ǧs ǧ]−

+ iγ̃

4τtr
ǧs[ǧs[τ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ∇̃ǧs]−

− iη

3τsk
[[τ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ǧs ǧ]+, (52)

where we used the normalization condition (49).
The first line on the right-hand side contains the contribu-

tions to the zeroth order in the spin-orbit coupling strength. The
remaining terms are the contributions to the first order, which
we rewrote in a way that simplifies our further calculations.
The anisotropic Green’s function can be computed to the zeroth

2Expanding the scattering potentials in spherical harmonics, we
obtain Eqs. (50e) and (51f) to zeroth order and the first-order
corrections vanish. This indicates that the anisotropy of the scattering
potentials is less relevant for skew scattering.
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order from the first line. The terms involving the energy ε

and the superconducting order parameter � can be neglected
compared to the dominating contribution arising from the
elastic impurity self-energy (50a), and we obtain the following
well-known result:

ǧ(0) = −ltrǧs∇̃ǧs, (53)

where ltr = vFτtr is the impurity mean-free path.
By using ǧ = ǧ(0) + δ ǧ in Eq. (52) and multiplying

by iτtrǧs from the left, the first-order corrections δ ǧ to
the anisotropic Green’s function stemming from spin-orbit
coupling are additive,

δ ǧ = δ ǧ(sw) + δ ǧ(sj) + δ ǧ(sk),

and are readily obtained by using Eq. (49). The spin-swapping
self-energy (50b) contributes with

δ ǧ(sw) = iηltr

3

τtr

τsw
[[τ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ∇̃ǧs]−, (54a)

and the correction due to the self-energy contribution to the
side-jump mechanism (50c) is

δ ǧ(sj) = γ̃

4
[ǧs[ǧsτ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ∇̃ǧs]−. (54b)

Lastly, the correction from the skew scattering self-energy
(50e) reads as

δ ǧ(sk) = −ηltr

3

τtr

τsk
ǧs[[τ̂3α̂,ǧs]+

×, ∇̃ǧs]+. (54c)

We will see that the side-jump mechanism (54b) and skew
scattering (54c) both contribute to the same effect, namely, the
spin Hall effect.

Using Eq. (53) in the part of the Eilenberger equation (42)
that is even with respect to ep, we obtain the Usadel
equation [40]

D∇̃ · (ǧs∇̃ǧs) = − i[τ̂3ε,ǧs]− − i[�̂,ǧs]−

+ 1

8τso
[α̂τ̂3ǧsτ̂3α̂,ǧs]− + 1

8τm
[α̂ǧsα̂,ǧs]−

≡ Uiso, (55)

where we, at this stage, have included the well-known effect of
magnetic impurities causing pair breaking and spin relaxation
represented by the scattering lifetime τm. We also introduce
D = vFltr/3 as the diffusion constant. Equation (55) is a
counterpart of the drift-diffusion equation and determines the
isotropic Green’s function.

It is possible to obtain simplified scalar equations from the
Usadel equation (55). First, we note that the normalization
condition allows the isotropic kinetic Green’s function to be
represented in terms of the distribution matrix ĥ [38]:

ĝK
s (R,ε) = ĝR

s ĥ − ĥĝA
s , (56)

where the advanced Green’s function can be expressed in terms
of the retarded Green’s function ĝA

s = −(τ̂3ĝ
R
s τ̂3)†. We assume

that the distribution matrix is diagonal with respect to particle-
hole space and decompose it according to

ĥ = hε + α̂j hεs
j + τ̂3

(
h + α̂j hs

j

)
, (57)

where hε and h are the energy and particle distribution
functions, respectively, and hεj and hj are the spin-energy and
spin distribution functions, respectively, where the subscript
(j ) denotes the spin polarization direction.

In equilibrium, all the distribution functions except the
energy distribution hε vanish [30]. At equilibrium, the Keldysh
function can then be expressed in terms of the retarded and
advanced functions in a simple manner

ĝK
s (R,ε) = heq

(
ĝR

s − ĝA
s

)
, (58)

where heq = tanh(ε/2T ).
In general, gR

s and f R
s depend on position and energy and

determine how the various transport mechanisms renormalize
below the superconducting critical temperature. They are
solved by using the retarded part of Eq. (55) together with the
normalization condition (gR

s )2 − (f R
s )2 = 1. For energies far

above the gap, the functions approach their high-temperature
limits (gR

s → 1 and f R
s → 0) while they diverge for ener-

gies close to the superconducting-induced energy gap. The
presence of magnetic impurities in the system suppresses
superconductivity and reduces the gap in the energy spectrum.

E. Current and densities

Let us now turn to derive expressions that describe the phys-
ical particle and spin currents and equations that determine the
distribution matrix. We begin by defining a particle density
n(P )(1), which counts the number of electrons:

n(P )(1) = 1

2
lim
1′→1

Tr[n̂(1,1′)] =
∑

σ=↑,↓
〈ψ†

σ (1)ψσ (1)〉. (59a)

Analogously, we define a spin density n(S)(1); a particle energy
density n(P,E)(1); and a spin energy density n(S,E)(1):

n(S)(1) = 1
2 lim

1′→1
Tr[α n̂(1,1′)], (59b)

n(P,E)(1) = 1
4 lim

1′→1
Tr

[(
ih̄τ̂3∂t1 − ih̄τ̂3∂t1′

)
n̂(1,1′)

]
, (59c)

n(S,E)(1) = 1
4 lim

1′→1
Tr

[(
ih̄τ̂3∂t1 − ih̄τ̂3∂t1′

)
α n̂(1,1′)

]
, (59d)

with n̂(1,1′) being defined by

n̂(1,1′) = − i

2
ĜK (1,1′) + i

2
τ̂3(ĜR(1,1′) − ĜA(1,1′)). (60)

The trace is taken over spin ⊗ particle-hole space. From
the densities (59), we calculate corresponding currents using
the equations of continuity. The current expressions are
Wigner transformed, and in terms of the quasiclassical Green’s
functions, we define a current density matrix

ĵ (R,ε) = vF

6
( ĝK (R,ε) − τ̂3( ĝR(R,ε) − ĝA(R,ε)))

− γpFltr

6τtr

[
τ̂3α̂

×, ∇ĝK
s (R,ε)

]
−, (61)

where the second term is the anomalous current contribution
that arises from the anomalous velocity, which is explained in
detail in Appendix F 1.

The particle-current density and the spin-current density
in the quasiclassical approximation are found by taking the
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proper traces of the current density matrix in Eq. (61):

Ji(R) = N0

4

∫
dε Tr[τ̂3ĵi(R,ε)]

= N0

∫
dε ji(R,ε) (62a)

and

Jij (R) = −N0

4

∫
dε Tr[τ̂3α̂j ĵi(R,ε)]

= N0

∫
dε jij (R,ε), (62b)

Jεi(R) = N0

4

∫
dε Tr[εĵi(R,ε)]

= N0

∫
dε jεi(R,ε), (62c)

Jεij (R) = N0

4

∫
dε ε Tr[εα̂j ĵi(R,ε)]

= N0

∫
dε εjεij (R,ε), (62d)

respectively. Here, ji is the particle current and jij is the spin
current, as introduced in Sec. II. The expressions for the energy
and the spin-energy current densities are derived similarly, but
are defined compared to some equilibrium value [41]. The
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (61) results from the
anomalous velocity corrections of Eq. (F1) and contributes to
the side-jump effect; see Appendix F.

We can now express the gradient of the current using the
Usadel equation (55) in terms of the divergence of the matrix
current ĵ . Using Eqs. (53), (55), and (61), we find [40]

∇̃ · ĵ = − 1
2 ((Uiso)K − τ̂3[(Uiso)R − (Uiso)A]), (63)

where the contributions arise from the respective matrix block
in Eq. (55). From Eq. (63), the diffusion (21) can be derived in
terms of the distribution functions in Eq. (57). The currents in
Sec. II A are defined as indicated by Eq. (62) and are calculated
using Eqs. (53) and (54) in Eq. (61).

The renormalization factors are determined by the com-
ponents of the retarded/advanced Green’s function, where we
have inserted the parametrization explained in Appendix C, as
well as the self-consistency expression. For gap scattering and
spin relaxation, they read as

α = 2 Im[sinh θ ] Re[e−iχ�], (64a)

αε = 2 Re[sinh θ ] Im[e−iχ�], (64b)

αso = Re[cosh θ ]2 − Re[sinh θ ]2, (64c)

αε
so = Re[cosh θ ]2 + Im[sinh θ ]2, (64d)

αm = Re[cosh θ ]2 + Re[sinh θ ]2, (64e)

αε
m = Re[cosh θ ]2 − Im[sinh θ ]2. (64f)

The renormalized diffusion constants are

Dε = D

2
(1 + | cosh θ |2 − | sinh θ |2), (65a)

Dp = D

2
(1 + | cosh θ |2 + | sinh θ |2), (65b)

and

NS = Re[cosh θ ] (66)

is the density of states in the superconductor normalized by
the density of states in the normal state. We also define the
following currents related to the supercurrents in the system:

vs = ∇χ − 2
e

h̄
Ai , (67a)

j sc
i = {2 Im(sinh2 θ )}vsi, (67b)

j
sc,2
i = {1 − | cosh θ |2 + | sinh θ |2}vsi, (67c)

Rp

i = −2 Im(sinh θ )∇i(Re θ ), (67d)

Rε
i = −2 Re(sinh θ )∇i(Im θ ). (67e)

This completes our derivations of the diffusion equations
and the associated relations between the currents and the
spatial variations of the densities.

V. CONCLUSION

We have derived diffusion equations for the transport of
spin, particle, and energy in the elastic transport regime,
including scattering from magnetic and nonmagnetic impu-
rities and from spin-orbit coupling. We find that the spin Hall
angle is renormalized by the reduced density of states in the
superconducting state. However, the spin-swapping coefficient
does not explicitly depend on the superconducting gap but
rather is influenced by the superconducting state through the
renormalized diffusion coefficients.

In a two-dimensional geometry, we find a large enhance-
ment of the spin-swapping effects. This result implies that it
should be possible to measure the influence of superconduc-
tivity on these largely unexplored transport properties.
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER TRANSFORM

We define the Fourier transforms as

x(r,t) =
∫

dq
(2πh̄)3

e−iqr/h̄
∫

dε

2πh̄
eiεt/h̄xF (q,ε), (A1a)

xF (q,ε) =
∫

d r eiqr/h̄
∫

dt e−iεt/h̄x(r,t), (A1b)

where the subscript “F ” indicates that we are referring to the
Fourier transform and not the Wigner transform.

APPENDIX B: WIGNER TRANSFORM

In this section, we will introduce the Wigner transform
which we will use extensively. We follow the conventions in
Ref. [42] for an Abelian and spin-independent vector field.

We can relate the Fourier transform and the Wigner
transform by using a translation operator. For a function that
depends on the space-times 1 = X + z/2 and 1′ = X − z/2,
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where X and z are the absolute and relative space-times, we
have

xF (p,X) =
∫

dz e−ipz/h̄
[
e

z
2 ∂Xx(X,X′)e− z

2 ∂ ′
X′

]∣∣
X=X′ , (B1)

where z ≡ (t,r), X ≡ (T ,R), and p = (ε, p). The inner prod-
uct is defined according to the mostly minus metric, as
outlined in Sec. II. To arrive at a covariant transform, we
let ∂Xμ → Dμ(X) and ∂ ′

Xμ → D′
μ(X), where the co-variant

derivative is defined according to Eq. (3), which results in

x(p,X) =
∫

dz e−ipz/h̄

[
exp

(
zμ

2
Dμ

)
x(X,X′)

× exp

(
−zμ

2
D′

μ

)]∣∣∣∣
X=X′

, (B2)

which is how we define the covariant Wigner transform.
Note that we write the covariant Wigner transform without
a subscript “F .” We define the connector Û ,

Û (b,a) ≡ exp

[
iτ̂3(b − a)μ

∫ 1

0
dsAμ(a + (b − a)s)

]
, (B3)

and to ease notation, we also define Û1 = Û (1,X) and Û2 =
Û (X,1′). In terms of the connectors, the Wigner transform
becomes

x(p,X) =
∫

dz[e−ipz/h̄Û1x(1,1′)Û2].

The inverse transform is

x(1,1′) =
∫

dp

(2π )4
[eipz/h̄Û

†
1x(p,X)Û †

2 ]. (B4)

Our Green’s functions are matrices in electron-hole space.
This carries over to a matrix structure in the connector. In
electron-hole space, the Wigner transform of our Green’s
function is defined as

Ĝ(p,X) =
∫

dz e−ipz/h̄[Û1Ĝ(1,1′)Û2]. (B5)

In the following, we will expand the connectors in the gradient
approximation.

APPENDIX C: PARAMETRIZATION

To simplify the calculations, we apply the θ parametriza-
tion. The retarded Green’s function is

ĝR(ε)=
(

1̂ cosh [θ (ε)] iσ2 sinh [θ (ε)]eiχ(ε)

iσ2 sinh [θ (ε)]e−iχ(ε) −1̂ cosh [θ (ε)]

)
. (C1)

The advanced function can be found using the relation
ĝA(R,ε) = −(τ3ĝ

R(R,ε)τ3)
†
. Inspecting the elements of the

retarded Green’s function in Eq. (36b) of the Green’s function,
and the normalization condition, we obtain the following
symmetries for θ (R,ε) and χ (R,ε):

χ (ε) = χ∗(−ε), (C2a)

θ (ε) = −θ∗(−ε). (C2b)

We insert these when we calculate the current.

APPENDIX D: SELF-CONSISTENCY

The superconducting gap must be calculated self-
consistently, and we can express the gap using the Keldysh
Green’s function in the following way:

�(1) = −1

8
N0λ

∫
dε Tr

[
(τ̂1 − iτ̂2)α3

2
ĝK

s (R,ε)

]
, (D1)

where λ is the strength of the pairing potential. Using our
ansatz for the distribution function in Eq. (56), we can
express the gap in terms of distribution functions and the
parametrization parameters

�(1)=N0λ

2

∫
dεeiχ [− Re(sinh θ )hε+i Im(sinh θ )h]. (D2)

We use this relation in our expressions. Since we have chosen
χ to be a real number, the phase of the order parameter is also
real.

APPENDIX E: SELF-ENERGY

Here, we will calculate the contributions to the quasi-
classical self-energy (46) and outline how the self-energy
contributions to the Eilenberger equation (42) and the Usadel
equations (52) and (55) are obtained. We include effects from
elastic impurity scattering, magnetic impurities, and spin-orbit
coupling within the self-consistent Born approximation; see
the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3(a). Skew scattering only
appears beyond the self-consistent Born approximation to
at least the third order in the potential u [18,39]. We take
this lowest-order contribution to the skew scattering into
account; see Fig. 3(b). The self-energies caused by elastic
scattering, magnetic impurities, and the contribution from
spin-orbit scattering to spin relaxation are well known, but
we also include their brief derivation here for completeness
and consistency in the notation.

1. Elastic impurity scattering

Using the Fourier representation of the elastic impurity
scattering potential u(r − r i), its contribution to the self-
energy (45a) is

�̌imp(1,1′) = n

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3
|u(q)|2e−iq·r/h̄Ǧc(1,1′),

where r = r1 − r1′ is the relative position. Next, we Fourier
transform the relative spatial and temporal coordinates using
the Fourier transform of Eq. (A1):

�̌imp(R, p,ε) = n

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3
|u( p − q)|2Ǧc(R,q,ε). (E1)

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Self-energy diagrams. (a) Self-consistent Born approxi-
mation. (b) Third-order contribution that determines skew scattering.
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Within the quasiclassical framework we can approximate∫
dq

(2πh̄)3 ≈ N0
∫

dξq

∫ deq

4π
, where N0 is the density of states

and eq = qF/|qF|, such that the quasiclassical approximation
to the self-energy is

σ̌imp(R, pF,ε) = − i

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
ǧ(R,q,ε)

〉
F

, (E2)

where 〈. . . 〉F = ∫ deq

4π
. . . denotes an angular average over all

momentum directions at the Fermi surface and the elastic
scattering rate is

1

τ ( p − q)
= 2πnN0|u( p − q)|2. (E3)

We changed the notation of the self-energy in Eq. (E2) to the
symbol σ̌ to reflect that it is the quasiclassical approximation
of Eq. (E1). This is a standard result for the elastic scattering
contribution to the self-energy that we included for complete-
ness.

2. First order in spin-orbit coupling

The contributions to the self-energies above are well known.
Let us now consider the nontrivial effect of the spin-orbit
interaction to the first order in the spin-orbit interaction
strength. Inserting the expressions for ûso and u into Eq. (45b)
yields

�̌(1)
so (1,1′)

= −γ n

h̄

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3
|u(q)|2e−iq·r/h̄τ̂3α̂ · [∇̃r1Ǧc(1,1′)×q

]

− γ n

h̄

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3
|u(q)|2e−iq·r/h̄[Ǧc(1,1′)∇̃′

r1′ ×q
] · τ̂3α̂,

where ∇̃ is defined as

∇̃X = (∇X) − i
e

h̄
A[τ̂3,X]−, (E4a)

X∇̃ = (X
←∇) + i

e

h̄
A[X,τ̂3]−. (E4b)

In the quasiclassical approximation we obtain from this

σ̌ (1)
so ( pF) = γ̃ pF

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
[τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂),ǧ(q)]−

〉
F

+ iγ̃

4

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
[τ̂3α̂ × ( p̂ − q̂),∇̃ǧ(q)]+

〉
F

,

(E5)

where we omitted R and ε for brevity. We also introduced the
dimensionless parameter γ̃ = γpF/h̄

2.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (E5) gives rise to

the spin-swapping effect [4,5]. The second contributes to the

side-jump mechanism but is only present when considering the
next-to-leading order in the gradient approximation. The side-
jump mechanism is discussed in more detail in Appendix F.

3. Second order in spin-orbit coupling

Similarly, we obtain from Eq. (45c) to the lowest order in
the quasiclassical approximation the self-energy to the second
order in the spin-orbit coupling strength:

σ̌so( pF) = − iγ̃ 2p2
F

2

〈
1

τ ( p − q)
τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂)

× ǧ(q)τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂)

〉
F

, (E6)

where we again omitted R and ε. This self-energy contribution
describes spin-orbit-induced spin relaxation.

4. Skew scattering

We include skew scattering to the lowest order in the
gradient approximation. Inserting Eqs. (7) and (8) into the
skew-scattering contribution to the self-energy (45d) provides

�̌sk(1,1′) = − γ n

h̄

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3

∫
dq ′

(2πh̄)3
u(q)u(−q − q ′)

× u(q ′)
∫

d2 e−iq·re−iq ′ ·(r2−r1′ )

× [(τ̂3α̂ × q) · (D(r1)Ǧc(1,2))Ǧc(2,1′)

+ Ǧc(1,2)(τ̂3α̂ × q ′) · (D(r2)Ǧc(2,1′))

+ Ǧc(1,2)(Ǧc(2,1′)D′(r1′)) · (τ̂3α̂ × (q + q ′))],
(E7)

where we performed a partial integration in the Dyson equation
in the last term and D′(r1′ ) acts to the left. We rewrite the
Green’s functions in terms of their respective center-of-mass
and relative coordinates and, for example, use

Ǧc(1,2) = Ǧc

(
r1 + r2

2
,r1 − r2,t1 − t2

)

= Ǧc

(
R + r2 − r1′

2
,r/2 − (r2 − R),t1 − t2

)
.

We also disregard the correction to the center-of-mass
coordinate R = (r1 + r1′ )/2 to the lowest order in the gradient
approximation, such that

Ǧc(1,2) ≈ Ǧc(R,r/2 − (r2 − R),t1 − t2),

Ǧc(2,1′) ≈ Ǧc(R,r/2 + (r2 − R),t2 − t1′ ).

After inserting the Wigner coordinates and Fourier transform-
ing Eq. (E7), we have

�̌sk(R, p,ε) = − γ n

h̄

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3

∫
dq ′

(2πh̄)3
u(q)u(−q − q ′)u(q ′)

∫
d r e i p·r/h̄

∫
d r2 e−iq·r/h̄e−iq ′ ·(r2−R+r/2)[(τ̂3α̂ × q)

· (D(R + r/2)Ǧc(R,R + r/2 − r2,ε))Ǧc(R,r2 − R + r/2,ε) + Ǧc(R,R + r/2 − r2,ε)(τ̂3α̂ × q ′) · (D(r2)

Ǧc(R,r2 − R + r/2,ε)) + Ǧc(R,R + r/2 − r2,ε)(Ǧc(R,r2 − R + r/2)D†(R − r/2,ε)) · [τ̂3α̂ × (q + q ′)]],
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where we used that, in a stationary case, the convolution with respect to the time variables reduces to a simple product∫
dt e iεt

∫
dt2 Ǧc(t1 − t2)Ǧc(t2 − t1′) = Ǧc(ε)Ǧc(ε).

Next, we introduce new variables according to

r = x + y, r2 − R = x − y
2

,
∂(r,r2)

∂(x, y)
= −1

and, consequently, we obtain

�̌sk(R, p,ε) = −γ n

h̄

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3

∫
dq ′

(2πh̄)3
u(q)u(−q − q ′)u(q ′)

∫
dx e i( p−q)·x/h̄

∫
d y e i( p−q−q′)· y/h̄[(τ̂3α̂ × q) · (∂ xǦc(R,x,ε))

× Ǧc(R, y,ε) + Ǧc(R,x,ε)τ̂3(α̂ × q ′) · ((−∂ x + ∂ y)Ǧc(R, y,ε)) − Ǧc(R,x,ε)(∂ yǦc(R, y,ε)) · [τ̂3α̂ × (q + q ′)]],

where we only retained the lowest-order terms in the quasiclassical approximation, which reduced the covariant derivative to
normal derivatives.

Performing out the partial integration provides

�̌sk( p) = i
γ n

h̄2

∫
dq

(2πh̄)3

∫
dq ′

(2πh̄)3
u( p − q)u(q − q ′)u(q ′ − p)

× (τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q)Ǧc(q)Ǧc(q ′) + Ǧc(q)τ̂3α̂ · (q × q ′)Ǧc(q ′) − Ǧc(q)Ǧc(q ′)τ̂3α̂ · ( p × q ′)), (E8)

where we omitted the arguments R and ε for brevity. Equation (E8) is in agreement with recent results [43] that are valid for a
normal metal only. Our treatment is a generalization to include skew scattering in the superconducting state. In the quasiclassical
approximation, the skew-scattering contribution to the self-energy is

σ̌sk( pF) = − iγ̃ pF

2

〈
1

τsk( p,q,q ′)
(τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂)ǧ(q)ǧ(q ′) + ǧ(q)τ̂3α̂ · (q̂ × q̂ ′)ǧ(q ′) − ǧ(q)ǧ(q ′)τ̂3α̂ · ( p̂ × q̂ ′))

〉
F

,

where

1

τsk( p,q,q ′)
= 2π2nN2

0 u( p − q)u(q − q ′)u(q ′ − p)

is the skew-scattering rate. Note that the skew-scattering rate
1/τsk is a factor on the order of 1/(N0u) smaller than the elastic
scattering rate 1/τ .

APPENDIX F: SIDE-JUMP MECHANISM

The derivation of the side-jump contribution to the spin
Hall effect is a subtle issue [18,44–47] because there are
three [48] contributions to this effect, and one or two of
these continue to be overlooked in many works: (i) A
contribution arises from the self-energy to the first order in
the spin-orbit interaction of Eq. (50c). This contribution only
appears beyond the lowest-order gradient approximation and is
therefore often disregarded. However, within the quasiclassical
approximation, it is of the same order as the other spin-orbit-
induced self-energy contributions of Eq. (50) and must be
included. It enters in the first term of the matrix current (61)
via the correction to the anisotropic Green’s function due
to the side-jump self-energy (54b). (ii) Additionally, there is
an anomalous current contribution (F1a) from the spin-orbit-
induced correction to the velocity operator. (iii) Finally, the
spin-orbit coupling is expressed in an effective model with a
renormalized coupling strength that is typically much larger
than the vacuum value. In this effective theory, the position
operator also acquires an additional spin-dependent and
velocity-dependent contribution, the so-called Yafet shift of
the position (10). This leads to another anomalous contribution
to the velocity operator (F1b) and to the matrix current (61).

Here, we will discuss these anomalous current contributions
to the side-jump mechanism and compare them to the contri-
bution from the side-jump self-energy obtained previously.

1. Anomalous contributions to the matrix current

The shift in the position operator (9) leads to a shift in the
velocity operator

v̂ = ˙̂reff = ṙ + ˙̂rso.

The velocity operator is calculated from the Heisenberg
equation of motion in terms of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) and
acquires two spin-dependent corrections as a consequence of
spin-orbit coupling. The first emerges from

ṙ = −i[r,Ĥ]− = v − e

m
τ̂3 �A(1) + v̂(1)

so ,

where

v̂(1)
so = −i[r,Ûso]− = γ

∑
i

(τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r − r i)). (F1a)

The second correction v̂(2)
so = ˙̂rso arises from the Yafet shift

of the position operator (10) and is, to the first order in the
spin-orbit coupling strength,

v̂(2)
so = −i[r̂so,Û ]− = γ

∑
i

(τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r − r i)). (F1b)

Note that v̂(1)
so and v̂(2)

so are identical, giving rise to an overall
factor of 2. In total, the velocity operator is thus given by

v̂(r) = − i

m
∂ r + v̂so(r). (F2)
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Note that the spin-current density in this definition is not
conserved in the presence of magnetic impurities or spin-orbit
coupling.

As discussed in Sec. IV, the velocity operator (F2) acquires
the two spin-dependent corrections of Eq. (F1) as a conse-
quence of the spin-orbit coupling, giving rise to the overall
anomalous velocity contribution

v̂so(r) = 2γ
∑

i

(τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r − r i)). (F3)

This anomalous contribution to the matrix current defined in
Eq. (61) reads as

ĵ so(1) = i

2N0
lim
1′→1

(v̂so(r1)ĜK (1,1′) + ĜK (1,1′)v̂so(r1′)).

(F4)
The challenge in evaluating this expression is computing

the impurity average. While the conventional velocity operator
is independent of the impurity configuration, the anomalous
contribution explicitly depends on the impurities and we need
to evaluate 〈v̂soĜ

K〉c and 〈ĜKv̂so〉c. This can be achieved by
following the procedure in Ref. [49]: from the Dyson equation,
it follows that 〈ÛtotǦ〉c = �̌Ǧc and 〈ǦÛtot〉c = Ǧc�̌, where
�̌ is the self-energy. Consequently,

〈v̂so(r1)ĜK (1,1′)〉c =
∫

d2
(
�̌

(l)
sj (1,2)Ǧc(2,1′)

)K
, (F5a)

〈ĜK (1,1′)v̂so(r1′ )〉c =
∫

d2
(
Ǧc(1,2)�̌

(r)
sj (2,1′)

)K
, (F5b)

where, within the self-consistent Born approximation to the
first order in the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)],

�̌
(l)
sj (1,1′) = 2γ n

∫
d r i (τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r1 − r i))

× Ǧc(1,1′)u(r1′ − r i), (F5c)

�̌
(r)
sj (1,1′) = 2γ n

∫
d r i u(r1 − r i)Ǧc(1,1′)

× (τ̂3α̂ × ∇u(r1′ − r i)). (F5d)

In the mixed representation, we have

�̌
(l)
sj (R, p,ε) = 2iγ n

∫
dq

(2π )3
|u( p − q)|2τ̂3α̂

× ( p − q)Ǧc(R,q,ε), (F6a)

�̌
(r)
sj (R, p,ε) = −2iγ n

∫
dq

(2π )3
|u( p − q)|2

× Ǧc(R,q,ε)τ̂3α̂ × ( p − q), (F6b)

and in the quasiclassical approximation, we obtain

σ̌
(l)
sj ( pF) = γpF

τtr
(τ̂3α̂ × ep)(ǧs − (ep · ǧ)), (F7a)

σ̌
(r)
sj ( pF) = −γpF

τtr
(ǧs − (ep · ǧ))(τ̂3α̂ × ep), (F7b)

where we used the expansion ǧ(R,qF,ε) ≈ ǧs(R,ε) + eq ·
ǧ(R,ε) and performed the angular average over q. We also
omitted R and ε for brevity.

Using Eq. (F5), the anomalous contribution to the impurity-
averaged matrix current (F4) in the Fourier representation is

〈ĵ so〉c(R) = i

4πN0

∫
dε

∫
d p

(2π )3

(
�̌

(l)
sj (R, p,ε)Ǧc(R, p,ε)

+ Ǧc(R, p,ε)�̌
(r)
sj (R, p,ε)

)K
(F8)

to the lowest order in the gradient approximation. In the
quasiclassical approximation, this becomes

〈ĵ so〉c(R) = 1

4

∫
dε

〈(
σ̌

(l)
sj (R, p,ε)ǧ(R, p,ε)

+ ǧ(R, p,ε)σ̌ (r)
sj (R, p,ε)

)K 〉
F, (F9)

where 〈. . . 〉F = ∫ dep

4π
. . . denotes an angular average over all

momentum directions at the Fermi surface. We can now use
the expansion of the Green’s functions in spherical harmonics,
Eqs. (48) and (49); insert the results of Eq. (F7); and perform
the angular average. Note that, in general, an additional
term emerges when computing Eq. (F7). However, this term
vanishes when the angular average is performed on Eq. (F9)
and is consequently of no interest. With this, we finally obtain
the anomalous correction to the matrix current in Eq. (61).

2. Contributions to the spin Hall effect

As mentioned, the origins of the side-jump mechanism are
threefold [48]. An additional self-energy contribution (50c)
emerges when evaluating the self-energy to the first order in the
spin-orbit interaction strength (45b) to next-to-leading order in
the gradient approximation. This self-energy contributes to the
spin Hall effect in Eq. (16) with a term proportional to γm/τtr.
Additionally, the current acquires the two spin-dependent
corrections of Eq. (F1). These anomalous corrections con-
tribute with a term proportional to γm/τtr each. In total, the
side-jump contribution to the spin Hall effect is thus given by
χ

(sj)
sH = 3γm/τtr.
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